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ABSTRACT 

The ion "beam generation in the high current diode with 

anode plasma slab has been studied. The ions are exctracted 

from the anode plasma by the strong electric field of deep 

potential well (virtual cathode), arising after the propa

gation of relativistic electrons through the anode plasma 

slab. The movement of this potential well with the front 

part of ion beam leads to collective ion acceleration up 

to ~ 10 MeV energy range. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Light ion beams (L I B ) generated by pulse power machines 

are promising candidates for energy drivers of inertial con

finement fusion. Industrial application of the LIB in mate-
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rial processing seems to be also promising in future, since 
the LIB has better characteristics than previous steady-
state, low-current, ion sources. 

The LIB can be generated by various types of pulsed di--4-
des . At the sane tise, new methods of collective ion bear, 
acceleration have been developed. For example, the accele
ration of ions can be achieved either by moving potential 
v.ell ̂ virtual cathode) or by slow .-.svas excited in the ples
ka colunn laying behind the anode. The drawback of the for-
пег method is the ~hort distance (~ C.l г j synchronous zoticn 
of ions and the virtual cathode. On the other hand, by this 
methods the light ions aay be accelerated up to high ener
gies ( 4-5 KeV for protons) . 

In rhis paper we analyse the mechanismus of collective 
ion acceleration in the high power diode of the accelerator 
START [l j. Our computer modelling is based on two-dimen
sional electromagnetic current tube numerical code 'POISSON?'. 

This code siaulates the stationary behaviour of charged par
ticle beazs in selfconsistent electroaagnetic field. Conse
quently, the rapid changes of virtual cathode potential and 
their influence on ion movement are not taken into account. 
The program package of 105 zodules written in FOHTRAK langua
ge J 2 was adopted for the ZClC^p computer of the Academy 
Computer Centre. 

2. O1:.;ULATIO:; KSTKOZ/ 

Our simulation r.cčel describes the behaviour of electron 

and ion current tubes in external and selfconsis tent e lec

tromagnetic f i e l d s . £sc:: tube i s characterized by pa r t i c l e 
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trajectories and the corresponding electric current. Gene
rally, the uneven discrete two-dimensional calculation grid 
is used. The space charge inside the tube is calculated from 
the continuity equation divj = О . The boundary current den
sity on the electrode surface S0 is jig = ô ( ro,vo'*P)» 
where j follows from the Child-Langmuir emission low [5] . 
Charged particle coordinates r and velocities v are de
termined by solving the equations of motion for ions or elec
trons in relativistic case : 

(l) fg. » Z {-grady. + [fccS]} 

(О V ss 

m o / 

where p is the relativistic impuls of the charged particle 
with the rest mass m and charge Z; с is velocity of light, 
E = - gradu» and В are self consistent electric and magnetic 
fields. The initial positions and velocities of emitted parti
cles are r|go = T0 , v|s = vQ . 

The potential field у is related to the space charge den
sity Q by the Poisson's equation: 

(?) Af = 
ío 

where t is permitivity of free space. 
0 



_ ц. _ 

One of the following boundary conditions is accepted : 

(*) f | S l = a ( s ) 

(5) »S = b ( S ) 
P5 S2 

w H of дц 
s+ dn I s_ 

«here a(s) » b(s) a r e defined on the boundaries S, and S2, 
£+ , £_ are permittivities of materials laying on left and 

right side of the boundary. 

According to Biot-Savart's low the azimuthal component 

of selfconsistent magnetic field is determined by 

r 

0 

where j is z-coaponent of total current density. 

The code 'P0ISS0N21 solves the close set of nonlinear 

equations 1, 2, .3» 7 by the successive relaxation method. 

The method of relaxation of either the tube current or spa

ce charge can be chosen. Because of the negative charge cu

mulation effect (formation of virtual cathode near the ano

de plasma )we decided to let relax the space charge. The 

selection of relaxation process and the choice of the value 
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of relaxation coefficients determine the stability and con
vergence' of the procedure {_ i J . To a certain extent, the re
laxation procedure v.ith saali value of relaxation coefficients 
replaces the tine averaging of physical quantities. The rela
xation process is stopped if the enumerated -lacroscopics quan
tities Ьесоз-e alrsoust constant. 

3. CC&řUT£H I'DvZL O? THE DIODB rSR?0H:£A\'C2 

The light ion beams can be generated by high current cy

lindrical diode with anode plasna slab ГPig. 1 ) . Three dif
ferent regions can be seen inside diode volune: 

a) cathode-anode diode region, where the high cur
rent relativistic electron bees is generated, 

b) plasma anode region through which the electron 
beaa is propagated. The negative space charge of 
the bean is coapensated by the positive charge of 
plasma ions, 

с } accelerating drift tube, where the deep potential 
depression (virtual cathode j is forced due to ne
gativ spacft charge of relativistic electrons pe
netrating the plasma slab. 

Positive ions are extracted out of the boundary between b) 
and с J and accelerated by intense electric field appropriate 
to the virtual cathode. The diode paranetrs are summarized in 
Table 1. 
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DIODE PARAMETERS 

cathode radius 
anode radius 
cathode-anode spacing 
plasma radius 
thickness of plasma slab 
drift tube radii 
length of drift tube 
length of diode 
applied cathode voltage 

~c 
ra 
do 
rpl 
2P1 
rl»r2 
*dt 
h Y cat 

= 
= 
= 

= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 

Table I 

0,5 ca 
5.0 cm 
0.5 cm 
1.0 cm 
4.0 cm 
7-5 cm, 
31.0 cm 
60.0 cm 
-0.5 MV 

Two-dimensional racial and axial description in r.z 
plane is used to match the cylindrical symetry of this dio
de design. Proper choice of input parameters of computer 
model is the validity guarantee of numerical rj.vlts. The 
shape of the diode boundary is approximated by л finite num
ber of simple curves (parts of straight and circle lines). 
The number of curves representing the diode boundary in r-z 
plane was specified by KLIN - 16. Kumber of noted points 
(start and end points, centres of circles) is given by the 
parameter KPOINT = 18. 2ach region is divided into several 
zones. Svery zone is characterized by its mesh. Typically, 
there are three zones in radial direction ( KZONR s 3 ) and 
six zones in the longitudinal direction (KZONZ = 6 ) . tiesh 
point interval dependes on the distension of the zone and on 
the number of mesh points inside zone. Fine rectangular me
shes Д г ~ Д г are used between the cathode and plasma anode 
surface, and in the vicinity of plasma boundary from which 
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the ions are extracted. The total number of defined mesh 
points is equal to 1736. 

The generated electron (ion) beaa is described by the set 
of current tubes. Bach tube is specified by the particle tra
jectories, getting out of the base line laying on the emis
sion surface. We choose the tube dimension comparable with 
the seshes ixk the closed neighbourhood of emittors. The elec
tron (ion) emission current density was determined according 
to Child - Langmuir low (TIP = 1) . At the very biglning of 
the diode performance the electrons are emitted by front part I 
and cylindrical pert II of the cathode surface and no ions are 
present. He describe the electron beam by twenty four tubes; 
{l9 initiated from the part I and 5 from cylindrical part II}. 
The numerical code P0ISS0N2 doesn't allow to change the num
ber of emitted current tubes during the calculation. Consequen
tly, in stationary state, the ion beam is described by 11 ion's 
tubes (initiated from the plasma surface ) and the number of 
electron's tubes had to be diminished to the number of thirteen. 
Naturally, it is expected that the steady state electron current 
would not be changed. To calculate the space form of each 
current tube the third order Runge-Kutta method was used. The 
initial distance d is elected to be greather than the distan
ce A z between the first two sesh points fin our case for 
electrons de = 0.0015 m, Az = 0.0012 о and for ions d. = 0.018m, 
Az - 0.004 n]. The choice of the space step 0.2 for successi
ve points on particle trajectory ensures that more than 5 points 
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are situated «ithin the iesh box Az хЛг . 

^. R2SULT3 O? aiřOLAK 3L2CTR0N AND ION ?IOS 

a) The simulation of the steady state relativistic electron 
flow 

According to experimental results | ̂ Jthe steady state of 
relativistic electron flow is achieved sooner than the ini
tiation of ion flow. This delay enable us to calculate the 
electron and ion steady state flow separately. Our approa
ched is based on the relaxation of space charge, the steady 
state of relativistic electron flow is achieved after 18 
relaxation steps. The best choice of relaxation coefficient 
for the formation of steady state electron beam is u> - -0.05* 
The dependence of the total electron current on the number 
of relaxation steps is shown on Fig. 2. The value of the 
steady electron current is I = 10 kA. 

The spatial distribution of emission, current density J 
on the cathode surface is shown on Fig. 3. The maximum cur
rent density Jg^/v/?,? icA/ca is got on the circumferencial 
cathode edge. The electron current emitted froa the front 
part of the cathode Ifr'N/if kA causes the formation of the 
deep potential -.veil behind the plasma colusn ( see rig. *••). 
The arising potential well is two dimensional with strong 
radial and longitudinal electric field components. 

Beam selffocusing effect is manifested by electron particle 
trajectories depicted inside the plasma column (see ?ig. 5). 
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The electron trajectories are bent by selfconsistent azinu-
thal magnetic field B_ mainly in the vicinity of the ano
de aperture, where the electric charges are fully compensa-

шах 
ted. The spatial dependence of Magnetic field 3y(z) along 
the z- axis is induced aaialy by the outer current tube with 
highest electric current ( see Fig. 5 / • 

The processes of formation of potential depression and 
reversal influence on electron beam shape are stable. The 
electron trajectories are decline by the strong radial elec
tric field of virtual cathode. This declination is greather 
for the higher value of tube electron current. 

b) The simulation of ion flow 

The formation of ion flow is delayed after the applica
tion of high voltage pulse to the diode [ 4- J, so we suppo
sed that the ions are emitted from the outer part of plas
ma column into the steady state potential well. According 
to the Child - Langcuir law the ion emission density J. 
eouals to 

(6) -i - T" UJ ** 

where 5^ is mass of ions, V is extraction potential of the 
well, d is the distance between the bottom of potential well 
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and the plasma surface. In our case, when the carbon ions 
are extracted from the plasma by the potential V'-~500 kV 
and accelerated on the distance d~l 8 cm, the ion current 
Itsv 5Л A. Approximately, the same value «^5.6 A is obtai
ned after 6 relaxation steps in our numerical model. The 
outer plasma surface was divided into equal sections ( KTSA ~ 
10, ten ionic tubes ) . In the section centre the perpendi
cular was drawn to establish the starting point. The initial 
velocity of each ion corresponds to the potential differen
ce between the starting and central points. The best injec
tion conditions were achieved, when the difference between 
the starting point zQ and central point z , grew up to 
d.= z - z , ̂ 4.5 Az, where Дг is mesh in longitudinal di-
rection. 

The electron and ion trajectories inside the drift tube 
at the very begining â e depicted on Fig. 6. The strong elec
tric field of potential well exerts the ions to oscillate in 
transversal and longitudinal direction. Owing to the statio
nary state of potential well some part of ion is returned to 
the plasma column or terminates on the tube wall. Regard
less the oscillations the ions can be extracted along the axis 
of the drift tube. The energy of the carbon ions is E. =" 
0.4 MeV at the distance d =. 4 cm from the plasma surface 
(deaccelerating part of potential well J . 

The electron current 1̂ . ~ 4 kA remains unchanged during 
the iteration process, but the ion current decreases with the 
increasing number of iteration steps (from 1̂  * $0 A at the 
begining to I, e 6 A after the six relaxation steps ) . 
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The compensation of the negative space charge by incoming ions 
leads to the depth diminishing of the potential well and back-

v (see Fig. 7\У 
ward shift of the point where the ions are reflected/.. This way, 
the declination of electron trajectories is smaller than in 
the case of steady state electron current (a) . The process 
stops when the electric field intensity on the plasma surface 
equals zero and no ions are emitted from the plasma surface. 

The numerical results demonstrate that the diode with plas
ma anode can not be performed in the regime of stationary ion 
flow. Unstationary model is out of frame of numerical code 
IP0ISS0N2'. But some physical feature of bipolar flow may be 
eludicated, when the relaxatin coefficients are small( ц5»-0.05) 

The experimental results on accelerator START 2 show, that 
the acceleration of carbon ions up to 20 MeV in a vacuum drift 
tube is achieved by the movement of potential well. We can si
mulate this movement by the successive positions of the poten
tial well in stationary states, but it is imposible to diagno
se these states experimentaly. In every respect, our simulation 
suitable complements the measured results. 

5. SUMMARY 

The steady state relativistic electron flow trough the ano
de plesma column into a vaccuum drift tube was analysed. The 
deep two dimensional potential well with strong radial and azi-
muthal electric field was created. The mutual influence of beam 
shape and selfconsistent electric and magnetic fields was de-
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monstrated. 

The process of ion beam formation was analysed under the 

assumption that the potential well remaines stable. The cal-

culated values of ion emission current and the energy of ions 

at the centre of potential well agree with the mesured expe

rimental data. It was shown that the ion beam acceleration 

strongly depends on the movement of potential well. In our 

numerical model this movement was not taken into account, the 

potential well is.filled by the ions and after some iteration 

the potential well disappeared. This process is finished when 

the electric field on the plasma surface equals zero and the 

ion emission current is negligible. 

The authors wish to thank ing. K» Jungwirth CSc. and ing. 

J. Ullschmied CSc. for their interest and support and many help

ful discussions. 
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Figure captions: 

Fig. 1. Scheme of the diode with cylindrical cathode and 
plasma anode Га - diode region, b - anode plasma column, 
с - vacuum drift tube ) . 

Fig. 2. The relaxation of electron current to the steady 
state, n is number of relaxation -teps. The relaxated cur
rent (full line 1J, 5/2 law current (dashed line 2 j. 
Fig. 3. The dependence of the electron emission current 
density on the current tube number (c.t.n.l I - flat part 
of the cathode, II - cylindrical part of the cathode. 
Fig. 4. The distribution of the virtual cathode potential 
in the drift tube space (after the 18th iteration step). 
Fig. 5. The steady state relativistic electron trajecto
ries and the distribution of the tube current in drift tu
be space. The dependence of selfconsistent azimuthal magne
tic field B« generated by the current of outer tube [No 10J . 
Fig. 6. The selected ion trajectory injected into the drift 
tube at the begining of ions injection ( after the 18th ite
ration step) . 
Fig. 7. The electron and ion trajectories injected into 
the drift tube at the end of ions injection (after the 21st 
iteration step), when the virtual cathode disappeared. 
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